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To learn how to play guitar is an interesting idea to express music letting the flow of creativity. A
guitar can be used to play anything from death metal to country music to classical music and
everything in between. The guitar has been inspiring the world since its first chord was stroked. It is
the basic music instrument that can play a variety of music genres including rock and pop, blues,
country, flamenco. If you are interested in how to play guitar, then you are the perfect place.

Itâ€™s a very good article who are struggling to learn how to play guitar and serious to buy a new one.
In order to start, first of all you should know the hardware architecture of guitar. Itâ€™s always good to
know your guitar first. Learning the right technique to hold a guitar can make a big difference in
playing the guitar in easier way or playing in harder way. Once you will be familiar with how to play
guitar in proper position, learning to play guitar will become more natural and easy.

Holding a pick in proper way is the key to how to play guitar. Definitely, there are many different
ways to hold a pick to play a guitar. Aside holding a pick in best position, it should be better to know
that how to use that pick. In order to get the best and fullest sound from your guitar itâ€™s good to
understand the use of pick in many ways.

If you want to know how to play guitar and wanted to be a guitarist, itâ€™s necessary to memorize the
six strings on the guitar. Well, there are six strings in guitar:

E A D G B e

Now hold your guitar and see silver thing that run away up and down up to the neck, these are
called Frets. These are small piece of metals that makes this instrument versatile producing variety
of sounds. Playing the Frets is crucial in its way. In order to play all the notes you want, the
positioning of your fingers should be accurate in relation to each fret.

Letâ€™s talk about tuning a guitar; a bad tuned guitar cant produced the desired sound. Standard tuning
with use of ears is the best and successful way of tuning a guitar.

how to play guitar  with Chord charts?

Reading chord charts seems to be confusing at initial stage, but soon it comes under your practice.
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Chord charts are very useful for knowing your fret board and is the best and quick way to learn a
how to play guitar.
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